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Speaker for July 21st, 2013
Samantha Corrie
- Vibrational Healing-

S

amantha (Sam) Corrie is recognised for her
innate ability to facilitate profound change
in people’s lives.
By using ancient healing skills from around the
world, Sam assists in removing the disease and
pain that results from trauma, soul loss, anger
and grief, therefore encouraging and enabling
you to be the best you can possibly be.
As a Shamanic Practitioner and Spiritual Healer, Sam believes that
we are all Divine Healers, and it is only during stress, anxiety, pain
and disease that we stop to look within, and it is during this time
that we seek to find the Truth.
Through gentle and profound healing techniques Sam will help you
cross the boundary of pain and trauma to a space of Unconditional
Love, Divine Healing, Peace of Mind and Depth of Serenity – a
space that is your birthright to live and be, a space that is HOME.
Prior to being a healer, Sam trained as an early childhood teacher.
She has worked with children with disabilities, children and families
living with HIV/AIDS, and has taught children and adolescents
stress and anger management and relaxation techniques.
www.samanthacorrie.com.au
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From the Editor
I have just returned from a business trip to Peru where my wife and I
lived like the locals in both Cusco and Lima, mingling in the wonderful
local culture, shopping for food at the local markets, cooking local produce like red potatoes and blue corn, and by chance participating in the
Winter Solstice celebrations in Cusco. I hope to have time to write an
article for the next newsletter, both about the culture and about the high
energies we found in and around Cusco, which was once the centre of
the Inca empire in South America.
I have heard that our June Dowsing seminar was a wonderful experience
for those attending and helping. I hope that we can have more of these.
I do remember my first seminar and how empowered I felt afterwards.
This opened a world of knowing for me. However I quickly realised that
I needed to learn more. This started me on a powerful learning journey,
with no end in sight. I still do attend the week-long BioGeometry seminars every year in Asheville (North Carolina) to keep learning.
So do not hesitate to attend the next seminar, even if you know how to
dowse already. There is so much to learn and it is fun. Just like in the
bending spoon session, we can accept that we are only limited by our
belief system. Expand it and the sky becomes the limit. Dr Karim used
to say
“If you can see the invisible, you can do the impossible”.
Use your dowsing as eyes to see the invisible!
This month you will find a pamphlet enclosed with this newsletter. You
can hand it out to friends, post it in libraries, leave it in doctors surgeries
etc. Use your imagination and help someone become acquainted with
dowsing. You can download and print more copies of the invitation from:
www.dowsingaustralia.com/invitation.pdf
Until next time..							François
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The Energy System of the Earth
Summary of presentation by Ocha Sheehan,
May 2013 meeting, Dowsers Society of NSW

Y

ou can receive so much support for your evolution from the Earth
Mother, just by connecting to her consciously through one or more
of the Earth realms.
Gaia continually receives great streams of universal love, light and creation from the Source of All That Is, and transmits these through her vast
portal system to bless all life. She is pioneering the anchoring of spirit
into physical form for the whole universe and beyond, holding the divine blueprints for us as we, her children, are learning how to use our
special powers of creation and free will.
She knows each and every one of us very well. She has witnessed every
experience that we have created, and our gifts and blueprints are stored
within her living libraries of light. You can access these to help you remember who you are, and your divine heritage as you have lived in the
stars and on the Earth.
I draw from my own experience and from Sri’ama Qala’s work* to describe the seven worlds of Gaia, each of which are multidimensional. You
can read about these in an article on my website in more detail, but to
summarise here, they are:
1. Inner Earth: the Void, or Zero Point, magnetic, pure love, no form,
no light, the Dreaming of Creation, divine intention, all potential, vacuum state, no time or space. From here you can connect to the cosmos
and to the inner core of your heart safely, held by the infinite love of the
Earth Mother. Where you go in deep meditation.
2. Middle Earth: world of the elementals, place of rejuvenation for
nature spirits, animals spirits, crystals guardians, ancestral guardian keepers, great cities of light, portal keepers, ancestral masters of light, transPage 4
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port pathways of love, light
and creation.
3. Physical Earth: mountains, rivers, oceans, deserts,
icelands, lakes, plains, forests,
marshlands, as well as all physical life forms.
The physical sacred sites are
doorways into the other worlds, and all life is supported from the energy
of these worlds.
4. Angelic World: a world of light and geometries, angelic unity consciousness (no individuality), fluid form, plants connected to this world,
responds to sound in harmony with the heart, divine assistance.
5. Crystalline World: crystalline unity consciousness, sacred geometries, light, sound and plasma crystals. Divine blueprints of creation, our
chakras, the Earth’s chakras and cities of light, temples, dimensional
doorways at sacred sites, are made of crystalline living intelligence and
technology.
6. World of Harmony Spheres: rays of sound or celestial light, liquid
in its feeling, expansive in its love, very high consciousness that presents
itself to others in divine visitations, Divine Mother field of love.
7. Creation Matrix of the Earth: a world where each human being’s
Divine Presence abides, the gateway to the enlightenment of the Earth
and all beings from each world. Enlightened Presences work through this
world with the Earth Mother and humanity to assist with the Divine
Plan.
Each of us has a part of us operating within each of these worlds simultaneously, which is why our Earth connection is integral to our self development. The new shamanic role is to work with these worlds through
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sacred sound, ancient mantra, sacred geometry, dancing, meditation,
opening to universal and personal love and light, surrendering in deep
forgiveness, embracing the new, honouring what is, and accepting each
one’s free will and spiritual connection.
Earth’s portal system of sacred sites is designed to help us to remember
who we are, and to re-align us to our truth. For example, if you want to
receive the highest guidance for a project, to dream it up, Uluru/Kata
Tjuta holds this for you. If you need assistance for your power of creation, Lake Titicaca has the temples and spiritual presences to heal your
sacral chakra. When you are ready to manifest your dream, the Grand
Canyon helps you to do this, or to be closer to home, Gathaagudu (Shark
Bay) in WA.
Our Blue Mountains is the heart chakra of the Great Dividing Range,
and therefore of the whole east coast of Australia. Robert Coon** says
that as this heart chakra expands, it will become a global cardinal planetary centre some time between 2027 to 2046. Kakadu assists this by
becoming a bonded pair with the Blue Mountains. This is why it is
important for earth workers to focus on this link and on the expansion
of the heart chakra function at this time, and we see how this is occurring in the work that they do together.
Earth is a group consciousness, and so planetary work needs to be done
in group heart. Ocha is offering a sacred journey to Uluru/Kata Tjuta
in mid September as well as Ochre Blessings in the Bush in the monthly Ashram of the One Heart retreats in Umina Beach. She will be offering more events closer to Sydney soon. All enquiries are welcome as
these programs unfold.
Namaste…..
* Opening Our Spiritual Eyes, Sri’ama Qala Phoenix
** The Rainbow Serpent and the Holy Grail - Uluru and the Planetary
Chakras, Robert Coon
See www.ochasheehan.com or write to ocha@ochasheehan.com
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Using the Pendulum
by Bob Alter, reprinted from
The American Dowser Quarterly Digest, Fall 1997
Ask any dowser who uses a
pendulum how they hold it
and how they get it to work,
and you will get many different answers.
Those who use it successfully
have learned to believe the
“Yes” and “No” reactions that result from the subtle movements of the
pendulum. They have learned to let the answers originate from their own
subconscious and then be demonstrated by the pendulum movement.
If a pendulum user believes that a certain thing is true, then the pendulum will often confirm that belief. The trick is to not impose a belief on
the movement of the pendulum, but to maintain an open mind throughout the whole process. The search for genuine truth is the real goal of any
type of dowsing. This requires a mind-set that is willing to accept either
“Yes” or “No” as an answer to the dowsing question. Some folks will learn
to do this quite easily while others will have to work at it for a while.
Adjust For Best Results
For best results, I believe that the dowser should work with his or her
pendulum to find the best length for the cord that is appropriate for the
most sensitive movement of the pendulum weight. Simply grasping any
length of cord with any pendulum weight may easily produce wrong answers.
A good way to adjust your pendulum cord to your own needs is to let the
cord slip slowly through your thumb and finger until a cord length is
achieved that causes the weight to swing easily and free. This may occur
Dowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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at several locations along the cord. You can mark these spots with knots,
if you want to, or just remember where the best spot is when you use the
pendulum the next time.
I am sure that many pendulum users will say that none of this is necessary, but many of them are probably doing something like this without
thinking about it. It is best to get good and reliable responses from your
pendulum by doing this for yourself. Why make pendulum dowsing
harder than it needs to be?
Pendulum Responses
If the dowsing question has been posed clearly and the dowser is ready to
seek truthful answers, then the pendulum’s subtle movements can rightly
be interpreted and believed. The trained dowser believes that certain prearranged responses have meanings that indicate “Yes” or “No”. This is a
personal thing, with each dowser developing his or her own meanings for
the pendulum’s responses. In general, the back-and-forth movement indicates an affirmative “Yes” while the side-to-side movement indicates a
“No”. The circle can indicate either “Yes” or “No”, depending how the
dowser has chosen to interpret the movement beforehand.
Subtle Movement
If your pendulum has been adjusted to make it very sensitive to your
subconscious, you will get correct subtle movements without having to
consciously swing if from your wrist. Sometimes it is necessary to give
the pendulum a little swing to get it going, but then the movements
should be only subtle responses as answers to posed questions. Work on
this ability to let the pendulum work subtly.
Maps
One way to use pendulums is to search for targets on maps of distant
places. There are many ways to do this, but for now we will just mention
this in passing. I know of at least a half dozen ways to map dowse. 1 will
write about these at another time.
Page 8
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It is reported that certain prisoners in
Nazi concentration camps used pendulums to determine what the actions of
their guards would be in advance. This
so perplexed the camp officers that all
pendulums were confiscated. The prisoners simply made more pendulums.
This teaches us that the pendulum in
the hand of a knowledgeable dowser is
the oldest and most simple computer in
the world. Both the pendulum and the
computer function alike, using negative
and positive responses.
Limit the Search Area
Learn to be a successful dowser through practise. Success will not come
with practise alone, but with purposeful practise. By purposeful practise
I mean that the effort should be focused toward a purposeful goal, not
just practise for practise’s sake.
I have spoken to many “dowsers” who have learned to get a dowsing reaction with a dowsing device, but have never been able to say that they have
ever successfully found anything by dowsing. I always suggest that they
practise on specifically locating a hidden target in a relatively small area.
Sometimes, especially novice dowsers, try for the big target in a large
area. This may work for some, at times, but for consistent results, practise
in a small, specific area will help develop reliable and consistent results.
Lay out a small practice area in a grassy area. Start with an area of no
more than ten feet by ten feet. You can place stakes at the four corners
and define the edge limits with cord. Tell your subconscious that you are
only interested in locating a hidden target in this area and not outside of
the area.
Dowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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Have a friend drop a coin into the defined area. Any coin will work, but
it must be out of sight of the one who is doing.
A similar area could be defined in a sandy area and a roll of pennies (50
cents) could be hidden just under the surface as a target. Be creative.
Use any dowsing instrument that you like best and scan the area from a
point outside of the marked-off area. Do the same from another point
outside the area so that a triangulation is made. Believe the results and go
directly to the coin and pick it up. Practise, practise, practise.
The practise area can eventually be enlarged when you have sufficiently
developed the skill of successfully locating the coin in this small search
area, but keep practising and acquiring a history of successful searches.
Map Dowsing
The small, limited search area can also be map dowsed to locate the coin
by that method. There are many ways to dowse a map, but that is another subject that will be defined at another time.
He Dowsed For Diamonds
In the files of the American Society Of
Dowsers in Danville, Vermont is a story from South Africa written in an unidentified newspaper by Bernard Henry. It tells of a dowser named Joseph
Dutoit. He uses a special set of small
L-rods that he developed for his own
use.
When Dutoit was forty-five, he was a
farmer near Lastenberg, South Africa.
He had learned to dowse for water when he was younger, and for seventeen years he found hundreds of wells. After his wife died, Dutoit was
very despondent, but decided that he had to find a new interest in life.
Page 10
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Having been a successful water dowser, he experimented with locating
diamonds with his forked stick. Three years of trying by this method
proved fruitless. Finally he developed a set of L rod type instruments that
proved effective.
Dutoit practised daily with his new devices. He had someone bury thirty
diamonds in his lawn every day. He made it a practise to locate each of
them in its tiny hiding place each day. He soon mastered the technique
and attracted scientists who tested him and his skills and found him totally accurate.
After hearing of his success, the Ministry of Mining permitted him to
work with licensed mining diggers. He gets a share of all the diamonds
he finds. According to the clipping, he is well on his way to becoming a
millionaire.

Society News
From time to time new members rise to the occasion and take on a role
with more responsibility within the Society. We are grateful for their help
and we also want to acknowledge those who have helped for a long time,
and who are no longer able to do so.
• Norman Dodge has resigned from the Committee due to ill health.
• Richard Clarke resigned as Treasurer. Richard was only able to help on
a temporary basis until we could fill the position on a permanent basis.
We are thankful for his stepping in when it was much needed.
• Thierry Verriest has been nominated by the Committee, and has happily accepted the role of Treasurer. We welcome him to this role.
Dowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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Secrets of the Water Lines
By John Harvey, reprinted from Dowsing Today,
The Journal of the British Dowsers society, April 2013
The Cow Roads

M

y Dad used to tell me that
the country lanes were not
straight because that was the way
the cows went home - and cows
never walk in a straight line.
Many years later, while I was still
a dowsing novice I proved that he
was correct.

The first farms were raised in
times when there weren’t any
roads or fields, and the cows were
allowed to find their own way
from grazing grounds back to the
farms. Subsequently, when land
was enclosed, it seemed logical to place the necessary gates on the cows’
routes. Gradually some of these began to be used by travellers, pack horses and then by vehicles. Eventually they developed into the surfaced roads
we use today.
As might be expected from the above observations, country crossroads
were over the crossing of water lines. More interestingly, some roundabouts have been found to be over water line crossings and, by asking
more detailed dowsing questions, the remanence of the ancient roads
and tracks beneath them could be paced out and dated. Readers can find
such relationships in their own areas by using a pendulum over a large
scale map.
I decided that it might make a good project to find out why the cows’
Page 12
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routes were so crooked and it was soon discovered that most country
lanes consisted of short, relatively straight sections joined by a bend.
Dowsing showed that the straight sections were underlaid by water lines,
and the kinks were caused by a change of direction from a fading, downward flowing waterline to the nearest strongly rising line. These results
were interesting but hardly earth shattering, nevertheless they were logical because we know today that water line energies can affect all living
things.
A Case History
Soon after the above exercise, the mysterious illness of a close relative
made the subject of health and water lines more urgent.
The relative was a man who had lived in the same house for more than
40 years. During that time he had suffered short bouts of indeterminate
ill health which included a shortage of energy and breath, and periods of
irregular heartbeat. Several doctors had told him that it was a sign of getting old or possibly incipient angina and not to worry about it.
He was not satisfied and as the symptoms were gradually worsening, he
asked me if I could dowse his house to find out if he was suffering from
geopathic stress.
It didn’t take long to find that there was a water line beneath the house
producing a rising band of black energies, which passed through his hip
and then through chest, heart and shoulder while he was sleeping. His
wife, sleeping next to him was outside the effect and was fit and well. I
treated the line with beneficial mind pressure to remove the black energies, but my pleasure at the result was very short lived. The band returned
within minutes, and it was evident that it was being continuously fed
into the room from a source beneath the adjoining houses.
It was impossible to move the bed out of the energy stream because of the
size and shape of the bedroom, so it was decided to block the rays with a
sheet of some sort of plastic or other material placed beneath the matDowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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tress. Dowsing over the bed would show how effective they were. Over a
period of time the range of materials included sheets of PVC, aluminium,
hardboard, brown paper and glass, singly and in multiple layers; all were
useless. However, polystyrene ceiling tiles were 90% effective as was a hot
water bottle! The patient was not willing to buy a water bed, so enough
polystyrene tiles were fixed together as a sheet and placed beneath the
mattress.
The man’s health problems disappeared within hours, only to return six
months later when some of the polystyrene tiles began to disintegrate.
New tiles solved the problem and my relative reported that it was like
living a new life.
Although the treatment had proved successful, it was deemed to be an
unsatisfactory measure as the energies themselves had not been identified
or neutralised. I felt it was at least necessary to find the source. Drawing
a rough plan of the area, I was able to trace the bad water line beyond the
surrounding houses, to a point on the opposite side of the main road. It
was just possible to use dowsing rods to identify the remanence and final
history of a small church. Its story is as follows:
“In AD 670, Marauding pirates stormed into this church where they
found a small child and his parents hiding with the priest. They ransacked the church and set it on fire, killed the men and raped and murdered the woman while the little boy was made to watch.”
The horrifying energies left from the crime had fixed themselves on the
water line which flowed beneath the church altar. Beneficial energies were
impressed on the area and black energies were neutralised. Now, years
later, the whole water line is still neutral and the polystyrene tiles have
gone from the patient’s bed.
Water Line Energies
It is believed that our forebears could mentally ‘feel’ something over certain areas in the ground. They were sure that at that spot Mother Earth
Page 14
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or another sacred being was telling them that the area was hallowed. Ancient and modern writings record those feelings at places, such as Lourdes
and Delphi, which are poised over water flows from fissures in the bedrock. There, suppliants undergo mind-altering experiences which can result in visions, epilepsy or healing.
Our lives are spent over cubic kilometres of rock - mostly hard,
brittle stuff which cracks when
geological movements occur.
Through many of these cracks,
water flows under pressure from
one place to another, upwards,
downwards, sideways, through
paper-thin cracks or in underground rivers. The result is that
we exist permanently over a network of fissures containing moving water which we dowsers call ‘water
lines’. Our ancestors also lived over these lines, so how were they able to
choose one sacred spot out of thousands?
The flow of water generates energies due to the friction with the sides of
the conduit. The energies are weak but include light, sound, and electromagnetic waves, many of which are projected forward, in line with the
direction of flow. The wide range of frequencies of light and sound are
easily absorbed by the surrounding rock, but if the water flow is inclined
towards the surface, the electromagnetic frequencies are projected into
the air.
These frequencies are governed by the pressure and turbulent flow rate of
the water, and there are some points where the magnetic frequencies are
in the ELF [Extremely Low Frequencies] range, typically 5 to 20 Hz [1
Hertz = 1 cycle per second]. Note that these are vibrating magnetic waves,
not the steady fields obtained from a solid magnet.
Dowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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The weak electrical waves have been shown to have an insignificant effect
on human tissues but, of the magnetic waves, the ELFs can entrain a
sensitive person’s brain waves and cause mind altering effects. We can
imagine a Druid searching for a suitable site for a shrine and feeling the
effects of the ELFs. The physical manifestations of the energies would be
terrifying for the observers and leave them in no doubt that the place was
sacred.
Literature research soon found references to the effect of ELFs on human
brains [Ref. 1]. The published papers confirm that weak electrical waves
have a negligible effect on the human body or brain, but the vibrating
magnetic frequencies are another matter. Bones and tissues are virtually
transparent to such waves, and in the brain they can have serious consequences, one author likening them to the effect of hallucinatory drugs
[Ref. 2]. Also, these radiations, when applied in the laboratory, were
found to be ineffective at high power, but very efficient at the minute
levels such as those found in the environment. What seems to happen is
that low field strengths actively affect our sensibilities but are too weak to
alert our defences. Scientists found another interesting fact: different ELF
magnetic frequencies affect different parts of the brain, and that continuous exposure to these frequencies may develop specific brain areas. It was
concluded that, over many thousands of years, that stimulating frequencies in the environment, from water and electrical storms for instance,
may have contributed to development of the human brain.
Scientific Equipment
At that time I had no scientific equipment which would detect or identify the energies from underground water lines but it seemed possible
that, with practice, dowsing might do so. To prove this point my friend,
inventor Rodney Hale, constructed electronic equipment which would
transmit magnetic ELFs to a distant, short aerial. Without knowing what
frequency was being sent I would use my rods and compare my results
with his meter readings. After some practice it was eventually found possible for me to dowse the transmitted frequencies accurately to the nearest decimal place.
Page 16
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Extensive dowsing of ancient structures found that certain magnetic frequencies produced by underground water tended to be favoured in specific prehistoric periods. For example, most Middle Bronze Age structures were placed over 14 Hz frequencies, Late Bronze Age and Early
Iron Age monuments over 11 Hz, and Late Iron Age over 9Hz. Mark
stones, burial mounds, shrines and significant stones of stone circles and
rows have all been found to be sited over places where ELF magnetic
waves of brain wave frequencies are projected through the Earth’s surface
[Ref. 3].
To try and identify these frequencies scientifically, my inventor friend
Rodney Hale developed electronic equipment which could record them.
It consists of a 20 Henry coil and filter coupled to a laptop. With the coil
over the dowsed point of strongest emitted frequencies, the computer
registers a graph which can be printed.
Field Testing
The first place to employ this
equipment was in a megalithic
tomb near my home. Using
dowsing, a point was found
where the head of a crouched
burial would have rested, and
this was confirmed as the place
where ELF magnetic energies
still emerged from the underlying water line. A frequency of
11.7Hz was detected here and Rodney Hale’s equipment was put in place
with the coil over the hot spot. The graph was soon plotted on the computer screen, and further testing included nine spots both inside and
outside the floor area of the tomb.
At home the graphs were compared. It was very difficult to separate some
of the peaks because sub harmonics, 25 and 12.5Hz, of the domestic
50Hz electricity supply were quite strong, even though I was working far
Dowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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from any buildings, but eventually a peak frequency of 11.7 Hz was isolated. This, according to my records, should have been used in the Iron
Age, many years after the building of the old tomb.
Reassessing the graphs showed that I had missed another water line, close
to the first, this one with a 32Hz peak. This frequency was ‘in fashion’
about 100,000 years ago, close enough to the dowsed date of 73,640
years ago for the construction of the tomb and its first use. There were no
water-lines crossing at either hot spot.
Working over the floor space again showed that the centre of the tomb
had been dowsed for water-line crossings three times in the past by other
people, in 2003, 1998 and 1995. Recordings of these efforts as thoughtforms had been left under this point at 60ft., 36ft. and at floor level, but
the investigators had apparently not checked for real water flows.
It was interesting to find that there were four genuine crossings of water
lines within 100m of the megalithic tomb, all of which were confirmed
by depth figures and flow rates. One crossing was actually on one of the
active water lines within the tomb but some distance outside it. Using
the equipment in ruined churches has shown that no altars were centred
over water line crossings. My dowsing notes from the investigation of
138 active, pre-Reformation churches record that the altar of only one
church was sited over such a crossing and that was beneath one end, not
the centre of the altar. However, the centre of every altar was over the
emission point of magnetic ELFs. These must have been detected by the
sensitives who identified the original position for the very first religious
structure, whether shrine or early church.
Modern Thought-Forms
Thought-forms have been found on most ancient sites. The worst - or
best example was a stone circle in the north of England, where it had
been reliably reported that all the stones had been raised over crossings of
water lines. While on site, questions to my dowsing rods over each stone
told me that these ‘crossings’ were nebulous thoughtforms
Page 18
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Established within the last 50 years. I could find no rod reactions at any
stone when asking for water line distance below ground level or for water
flow rates, but attempts to mentally wipe out the lines were dramatically
successful. For me this proved the presence of thought-forms and nothing else of significance. Genuine water lines and their crossings emit natural energies of the Earth and are highly resistant to mental [dowsing]
pressure.
While I realise that this article answers some questions about the ancient
uses of water lines, it is by no means exhaustive. Water flow rate through
the underground passages certainly affects the frequency of ELF emissions. Perhaps more information could be added by those dowsers who
are water finders or with help with the equipment from electronic engineers. The purity of the water or the mineral content may also be significant.
Happy dowsing!
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Growth by Dowsing
By John Richardson
On our farm at Dorrigo, a yellow Floribunda rose bush, about 15 cm
high, had been ‘marking-time’ for the last two years without making any
headway. The L-Rods showed it was located on a narrow line of nonbeneficial energy.
After moving the rose sideways the eastern side of the rose started growing energetically over half of the trellis, but the western side of the rose
did not grow.
I rechecked the earth energy lines and sure enough the non-beneficial
energy line had shifted back covering that half of the plant. By means of
earth acupuncture I was able to clear the non-beneficial energy, and the
rose quickly covered the trellis and then some.
During the time of locating this energy path, I inadvertently happened
to place a bar I was using on the energy path. When I checked with my
L-Rods the non-beneficial energy part was gone. When I removed the
bar they were back again. Evidently you can alter energies by some of the
thoughtless things we do.
I wondered about our everyday actions:
• Leaving fire-harrows on the ground after use,
• What happens when we string miles of fence with star-steel fence posts
driven into the ground?
These are a necessary part of living, but we should be aware and maintain
the balance in nature. It is easy to do, like putting on a coat when you are
cold!
At the top of the garden/orchard a curving arm of Westringia, (Coast
Rosemary) a quick growing wind-break, was about chest-high except for
Page 20
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one plant which was knee-high. From this same area a curving line of
trees were unthrifty, diseased and subsequently died.
I established by means of my LRods that two lines of nonbeneficial energies crossed
where the stunted Westringia
shrub was growing. At different
times I eventually hammered
three lengths of steel into the
ground around this shrub, to
get the north and south sides to
grow as well as the centre of the
shrub. This bush grew lower to
the ground, being far denser than any of the others shrubs.
We later grew the largest cauliflower I have ever seen on the energy line
leading from this shrub to the rose bush mentioned earlier. Despite its
size the head had a very fine texture. A resident hare helped itself to a side
part of the head.
We gave the good unblemished half to a neighbour who had another
family staying with them. It fed our three families for many meals and
was a very special vegetable, thanks I feel, to the energy balance achieved.
Correction, 3 families + 1 hare.
Over a period of 17 years that we had the garden, we never experienced
any other damage by the hares on the vegetables.
Whilst on the farm there was often fruit hanging on the trees and birds
used to take some. But we did not suffer like our neighbour, who remarked, “I don’t know, the birds on our farm take the fruit as soon as it
forms on the trees, we have to cover the trees and you have fruit hanging on
the trees for extended periods. It beats me!” He was practicing a different
form of farming to what we were using.
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A neighbour at Grafton could not get a vine to grow, despite two other
vines growing on the other end of the trellis. I established by means of
dowsing with my L-Rods that the vine was on a stream of non-beneficial
energy. I transposed the non-beneficial energy to beneficial by mental
construct and L-Rod action whilst in dowsing mode.
The plant grew well and is still alive today, even when the other two vines
have since died. I have also noticed that a tree that feels cold when dowsing dies. It is as though the life force is not there to register on your LRods.
Until next time, Enjoy!
						John Richardson. (02) 6643-3813

Keeping the Vision Alive
Reprinted from www.armonikizoi.com
When we are young supple and pure, freshly removed from the mould of
the Creator, we still have within us the vision of the perfect:
of perfect love, of perfect equality, of perfect justice.
We know very well who is sincere and can smell from afar all that is false.
The image of our true and perfect self lives abundantly in our conscience.
The challenge of our lives is to keep that vision alive in our heart’s centre.
To serve it and manifest it here on Earth.
The need to live in love and unity is ancient: Its roots draw their life substance from the centre of our being. We were created to become one with
all and everything. However…unfortunately it is a fragile dream – a difficult one to actualize. As we become ‘adults’, the web of pain, disillusionment and defensiveness cover and suffocate it.
Society programs us with the message, “You cannot be truthful, caring,
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loving and still survive. Anyone who tries to is a dreamer.”
We gradually fall into the traps of alienation and loneliness. Life’s responsibilities, the anxiety of survival, our needs for affirmation, concerns
about our children and other loved ones and most of all, the realization
that most have forgotten the vision, all these, cause us to bury it deep
within us so that it bothers us no more.
Occasionally we witness acts of love and unity, which remind us of our
hidden desire, and we cry because we would like it to be that way always.
The truth is that our true nature is to feel love and unity in all situations.
We will be able to create happiness, success and wellbeing as individuals,
families and society only when we have aligned ourselves with our inner
vision of our true self.
All other efforts will be temporary and superficial solutions – efforts to
fill round holes with square objects. They can cover them but not fill
them. The time has come to bring to light the vision of a virtuous life, to
remember it as we did as children. Now, however, there is an important
difference. Now, united, we have the power to manifest it. When we were
children our vision atrophied because we were weak and dependent.
Now we are as strong and as free as our beliefs allow us to be. With mutual support from those who remember and care for the vision, we can
work together towards creating a society based on love, equality, justice,
selflessness, cooperation and unity.
The manifestation of the vision requires simultaneously inner work and
outer action. We need to work on developing our selves, becoming purer
and stronger. At the same time we serve the whole creating change. It is
in our hands.
Many groups have already started working on both levels. You are needed and invited to merge your energy with these efforts adding your
unique energies to this communal creation.
Dowsers Society of NSW – July 2013
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Dowsing Seminar Report
The Beginner Dowsing Seminar held on Sunday 30th June was a great
success. The tutor, Maggie Lowe, is very knowledgeable and fun, and had
everyone interested from the very start. There were 13 who attended, and
a friendlier, more enthusiastic bunch would be hard to find.
It was good to see some new and old faces there, and some have now
joined the Society and are keen to attend upcoming meetings. The weather was very wet but with Maggie’s prior dowsing and entreaties to the
weather gods, it did fine up well enough to do some outside dowsing
towards the end of the day.
The class came away knowing the value of dowsing in our lives. There is
nothing that we cannot dowse about, from finding water, gardening guidance, healing remedies, the truth of a situation, to simple things such as
whether to leave the washing out, when the bus is coming, or where the
studs are in walls, and that is just touching the surface of the possibilities.
An important point that many of us may forget is setting the scene before
we dowse. Many dowsers like to have some kind of ritual or prayer before
they begin. The class was given an example Dowsers’ Prayer as follows:
“Guide my hands and prepare my mind; help me form my questions with
clarity and enhance my sensitivity to the answers. Encourage my detachment
from ego and anticipated results, and bless my purpose and intent to dowse
for the highest and greatest good of all concerned. Thank you.”
How we end our dowsing session is also important. We should trust our
results, logic is not all knowing as many would have us believe, and many
things do happen that we cannot foresee with our powers of logic.
At the end of our dowsing session give thanks to ourselves, to whatever
we choose to believe in, to whomever we addressed in our opening
prayer. Be thankful, be joyful, and above all have fun.
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Thank you Maggie for an informative and uplifting seminar, and thanks
to all who attended, and special thanks to the wonderful helpers who
were there as support staff on the day.
Next time we have a seminar I can recommend it as a very pleasant and
informative day.
									Marie Wood		
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Speaker for August 18th, 2013
Mark Anthony
- Theta Healing Theta healing is an exciting, innovative, spiritual based modality that utilises the body’s own
powerful healing potential.
The Theta Healing technique allows you to
identify emotional blocks and limiting beliefs
that are holding a health condition such as
cancer in place.
By accessing the Theta state the unconscious mind is reprogrammed,
deep emotional blocks are met and resolved, restoring balance and
allowing for physical healings to take place.
About your Presenter:
Mark is a Sydney based Industrial Engineer who became a Theta
Healing Instructor after experiencing an instant healing with Theta
which has transformed his life ever since. Diagnosed with a severe
bone infection, he found the high doses of medication prescribed
ineffective, however his life was soon transformed by Theta healing,
and he experienced an instant remission.
His passion is to empower people to become who they choose to be,
as opposed to who they are because of all the limiting beliefs that
create their reality. He now dedicates his time teaching and enriching people’s lives through this amazing technique, making him one
of Australia’s leading healing instructors.
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
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